COMING TO IRT SYSTEMX

IRT SystemX
Centre d’intégration Nano-INNOV
Building 863
2, boulevard Thomas Gobert
91120 PALAISEAU
Tel. : +33 (0)1 69 08 05 68
contact@irt-systemx.fr

To come to our site, please bring an ID card.

GPS coordinates: N 48°42,45.958” - E 02°11,34.537”

BY CAR:
From Paris
1/N118 via Pont de Sèvres
• follow the N118 up to exit n°9 (Centre Universitaire);
• at the 1st roundabout take the 4th exit;
• at the next roundabout take the 1st exit onto the D128 towards Palaiseau;
• 500m later, make a right at the traffic light.

2/A6 via Porte d’Orléans or Porte d’Italie
• take the A6a, then the E5/E50/Palaiseau/Étampes/Bordeaux/ Nantes/Massy/Longjumeau;
• left exit towards the D444/Versailles/Igny/Bièvres;
• merge onto the A126 then continue onto the D36;
• at the roundabout take the 2nd exit on the Avenue de la Vauve/D128;
• at the two following traffic lights, make a right;
• at the next traffic light, continue straight and 100m later, make a left.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:

From Paris
• RER B, (Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse direction);
• RER C, (Versailles Chantiers direction);
• exit at the Massy-Palaiseau station (see below).

From Roissy-CDG
• RER B (Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse direction);
• exit at the Massy-Palaiseau station (see below).

From Massy-Palaiseau (TGV or RER)
• Bus 91.06 B or C (Massy >> Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines);
• Bus 91.10 (Orly >> Massy >> Saclay);
• exit at the Corbeville station.

From Orly
• Bus 91.10 (Orly >> Massy >> Saclay);
• exit at the Corbeville station.